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**Abstract:**  
Furniture was not limited to carrying out its basic functions of observing the standards of the human body or providing comfort to the user and taking into account the aesthetic aspects of the use such as colors or the effects of materials used and other requirements that are based on the design. And in the midst of these developments of manufacture furniture there are other types of enjoyment appeared in the functions of furniture provided such as a toy or measurement of behavior or that helps children reduce excessive obesity also there are pieces of furniture provided with smart screens connected via the Internet and through it access to data and Infinite games and the matter did not stop at that, but it was possible to use the electronic dynamic three-dimensional screens and by using movies prepared for the three-dimensional holograms that float on or above the screen using a hologram and can thus be installed on the furniture pieces in order to achieve pleasure and enjoyment in the resting places or waiting area. Also toy furniture can be made by Recycling industry which has a dual relationship with the environment in the extent of efficiency in the use of resources and the resulting which effects on the environment so we can access competitive, which means the progress of the economic and the research will focus on the furniture design as toys and explain the different types of them and how does it affect on users also uses of Recycling industry for making toy furniture. The problem lies in Lack of information on the foundations, principles and classifying of designing toy furniture and the extent to which it can be used in education, health and other sciences, The shortage of knowledge about the physical and psychological impact of entertainment in game furniture design, How to benefit from environmental recycling material in making toy furniture designs. The research aims to Study and explain the general concept of toy furniture design and factors affecting on it and studies some selecting item of toy furniture design, Clarify The impact of the entertainments in the toy furniture design , Study of environmentally friendly recycled materials according to the design of game furniture.
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